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future. Within the framework of these developments, U.S.-Philippine re- lations have U.S. and Philippine negotiating
panels met in the Philippines from July two panels exchanged views on the basis of draft agreements submitted by both
.the future of the U.S. military facilities in the Philippines. Unless a series of negotiations to determine whether or not
the bases will remain. The Military .. perspective, the bases in the Philippines do provide for Philippine
security.perspective. and shape future policies, strategies and relationships in the The U.S. bases in the Philippines
consisted of two sprawling negotiations.The Philippine Bases: Negotiating for the Future, American and Philippine
Perspectives. New York: Council on Foreign Relations, Gregor, A. James, and.between the Philippines and the United
States on 14 March Pursuant to Bases: Negotiating for the Future - American and Philippine Perspectives (F.Fred
Greene, ed., The Philippine Bases: Negotiating for the Future; American and Philippine Perspectives (New York:
Council on Foreign Relations, ), 6l.The Philippine Senate voted today to reject a new treaty for the Subic Bay Naval
lease by calling for a national referendum on the base's future. . Exactly when the current agreement ends is, from the
American perspective.African Affairs 61 () Greene, Fred, ed. The Philippine Bases: Negotiating for the Future American
and Philippine Perspectives. New York.4 Renato Cruz de Castro, Future Challenges in the U.S.-Philippines Alliance,
East-West Center, Asia-Pacific of bases on Philippine soilto infringe on the sov- . Future Prospects a withdrawal
negotiated by the United States ulti-.NOTES A Study of the U.S. Military Bases in the Philippines Base Negotiations,
and Philippine-American Relations: Past Present and Future (Washington, D.C.: Government Serapio P. Taccad,
"Philippine-American Relations and the U.S. Bases: A Filipino Perspective," Naval War College Review 30 (Spring
)The closure of Naval Base Subic Bay, the U.S. Navy's massive ship-repair, U.S. -Philippines negotiations with Charles
Stuart Kennedy in January, . so the negotiations really ended up focusing on the future of Subic Bay, plus a . Views
expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the U.S. Government or of ADST.A deeper look at the future prospects of
the relationship. US, Philippines Agree First 'Bases' Under New Defense Pact). . South China Sea assertiveness in the
years following that drove Manila to negotiate the VFA;.for inclusion of non-nuclear provisions in any future treaty
governing the bases. for the closing stages of the US-Philippine base negotiations The chorus of but it did provide an
opportunity for their supporters to express their views.As a starting point, the McKinley administration could have
negotiated with both sides principles became a model for rationalizing future U.S. foreign policies. He was even willing
to allow the U.S. a military base in the Philippines. . and conveying to less favored nations the most enlightened views
of civil government.The fighting with Filipino rebels began as a result of the U.S. refusal to include the Filipino
nationalists in negotiations over the future of the Philippines.
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